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An update on Australia's rail infrastructureAn update on Australia's rail infrastructure ““where to from herewhere to from here””??



•How to improve performance and efficiency of
interstate rail infrastructure and improving reliability.

–ARTC’s Experience on the East-West Corridors

–Policies to increase utilisation.

–How to increase yield in train operations from the track
infrastructure.

•Understanding and responding to market demands.

–The Interstate Rail Network Audit

–Extension of ARTC Service into NSW

Key Areas to be covered



• Melbourne –Adelaide, Melbourne –Perth, Adelaide –Perth,
Sydney –Perth

• ARTC’s objective is to pursue a growth strategy for interstate
rail through improved efficiency and competitiveness, with the
aim to:

–Increase rail’s share of the interstate freight market

–Foster a commercially viable Australian rail industry,
thereby contributing to an efficient national transport

ARTC’s Experience on the East West Corridors

How to improve performance and efficiency of
interstate rail infra` & improving reliability



• ARTC’s strategic approach has been to increase utilisation of the
asset (grow the market) by:
– Improving the capability of the asset to meet market driven ATC1

standards
– Investing in, and managing, the network with a view to:

•Improving service reliability
•Reducing transit times
•Increasing yield (operator and ARTC)

–Encouraging more efficient use of the product offered to users
•Pricing
•Network capacity

– Instilling market confidence and encouraging above rail
competition through
•Open and equitable access pricing
•Open and equitable network management

1 Australian Transport Council targets for the interstate network set in 1997
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Improving capability to meet market driven ATC standards:

ARTC has substantially achieved the 5 year targets on the its network (E/W
corridors)
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ARTC has substantially achieved the 5 year targets on the its network (E/W corridors)

AXLE LOAD/SPEED CAPACITY
• ARTC’s network provides for 20T @ 115kph, 21T @ 110kph and 23T @ 80kph. To date

no operations at 115kph at greater than 20T and limited operations of 80kph at greater
than 23T have been requested. In 1998, the Victorian network had a maximum axle
load of 19T at any speed.

TRANSIT TIMES
• Since 1998/99, on the strategic Melbourne –Perth corridor, transit times offered to

operators have, on average fallen by around one and three quarter hours between
Melbourne and Adelaide, and two and a half hours between Melbourne and Perth.

AVERAGE SPEED
• Operators of superfreighter services are now offered average running speeds of 80kph

or more from Melbourne and Broken Hill to Kalgoorlie and from Melbourne to Albury.
Maximum 80kph services achieve average running times of around 70kph on these
corridors.

TRAIN LENGTH
• Length limits are now consistent with ATC objectives for corridors under ARTC control.

Between Adelaide and Perth, crossing loops have been extended to allow regular
operation of 1800m trains in both directions. Between Melbourne and Adelaide trains
can weigh up to 5000 tonnes (previously 3,500t).

TRACK UNDER SPEED RESTRICTION
• % track under speed restriction has fallen to an average of less than 1.0% in 2001/02.
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Improved service reliability

–With regard to the overall service reliability, ARTC has
improved its performance in exiting healthy trains from the
network on time from 93% in mid 1999, to around 97%
currently, despite reducing transit time.

–Overall exit performance from the network (all services) is
currently around 70%, up from 65% average over 1999/2000.
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Improved operational efficiency on the network.
– Users are able to reduce their unit cost of access by improving utilization of the

product (path) made available to them by ARTC.

– Users have been able to do this, as a result of ARTC increasing the limits available for
path utilization through challenging historical norms and limitations without risk to
safety and strategic investment in the network.
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Reduced unit cost of access to the interstate network

• Combined with providing users with the ability to improving utilisation
of the product (path) made available to them, ARTC pricing approach
rewards users with a reduced unit cost of access.
– Pricing consists of 70% variable and 30% flagfall charge
– Spreading the flagfall charge over more tonnage on the train

reduces unit access cost per ton.
– Complements above rail benefits of operating longer, heavier

trains
– ARTC is taking market risk to promote greater asset utilisation

•Infrastructure has high fixed costs

Unit cost of access to users (c/GTK) has fallen by 16% in real terms since
1998/99.
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Increased Rail Market Share

•E/W rail share of the land market to WA has increased from 65% in 1995/96 to
a record 79% so far in 2001/02. In May, rail market share topped 80% on this
corridor for the first time.

•Contributors to the success are:

–improved rail performance

–significant freight rate reductions

–greater product differentiation.

Road v Rail Land Freight Market Share
Net Tonnes Eastern States to WA
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•The Interstate Rail Network Audit

–Purpose of audit

–Market-based performance targets

–Interstate network performance 2000

–Evaluation of optimal investment

–Proposed investment

Understanding and Responding to
market demand



The Interstate Rail Network

Interstate Rail Network Audit



Audit purpose and approach
• The Audit seeks to identify the influence that track improvements

have had and could have on improving rail market share.

• Steps in Audit

–Establish market-based rail objectives

–Evaluate current performance

– Identify menu of projects to achieve aims

–Estimate economic costs and benefits

– Identify the Optimum Program

• Rigorous market based objectives

• Focus on economically sound program

Interstate Rail Network Audit



Market based performance targets

• Previous Australian Transport Council track performance targets
were infrastructure based. (Speed restrictions, axle loading, train
length)

• The result of infrastructure upgrades so far have been patchy.
Current infrastructure performance against ATC targets varies with
corridor.

• Uniform application of ATC targets is not the answer …

–High network wide cost

– Inconsistent impact on key market drivers

–Hardware based not market based

What are the key market drivers?

Interstate Rail Network Audit



Market based performance targets
• Package of price and service factors …

–Price –the primary driver.

–Transit time –can be more than road, this limits market
available to rail.

–Reliability –impacts on customer costs.

–Service availability –cut-off times after 6 pm will help shift
tonnes to rail; preference for arrival before opening of
business.

Interstate Rail Network Audit



Road and Rail Rates and Market ShareRoad and Rail Rates and Market Share
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Interstate Network Performance 2000
• Price comparisons (road vs rail) - Cost savings are clearly a key objective …
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Changes in Transit Time & Reliablity
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Interstate Network Performance 2000

• Transit Time and Reliability –Key market drivers …
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Interstate Network Performance 2000
• Cut-off and Availability Time –This is where transit time matters most …
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• Rail`Market Shares –Growing … except Melbourne-Sydney
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Evaluation of Optimal Investment

• Optimised Investment totals $507m –This amount would produce
maximum net benefit.

•128,000 long distance truck movements saved per annum.
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However……. the success of the investment plan requires a single set
of consistent management priorities and actions and complementary
above rail improvements.

– Corridor investments should be undertaken in their entirety

•Partial investment will dilute benefits

– Infrastructure management will need to be coordinated and seamless

•Access arrangements should not be impeded by multiple
jurisdictions

•Pathing and timetables should be set on a total market basis

•Train management should be coordinated over the whole corridor

– Operators’performance must be improved

•Overall rail performance will require above and below rail
improvement and terminal efficiencies.

A copy of the Audit report can be found atA copy of the Audit report can be found at www.artc.com.auwww.artc.com.au
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• ARTC was established as a Corporations Law company in 1998 with two
shareholders representing the Commonwealth Government, namely the
Ministers for Transport and Finance, pursuant to an Inter-Governmental
Agreement (IGA) reached in Nov 1997 between the Commonwealth, NSW,
Victoria, WA and SA.

• The stated objectives of the IGA were:

– to significantly expand the rail industry through improved efficiency
and competitiveness;

– to increase rail’s share of the interstate freight market; and

– to encourage investment and improve rail infrastructure.

• A stated mechanism for the achievement of these objective is the
establishment of a one-stop shop for access to the national interstate rail
network

• To pursue this objective, the Commonwealth and NSW Governments are
currently considering a proposal put forward by ARTC to lease certain
parts of the rail network in NSW.

Extension of ARTC Service into NSW



THE LEASE NETWORK

South
Albury - Macarthur
Moss Vale - Unanderra

North Coast
Woodville Junction (Newcastle) - Queensland

Western
Cootamundra - Parkes - Broken Hill
Parkes - Werris Creek

Hunter Valley
Waratah & Kooragang - Werris Creek
Musswellbrook - Merrygoen

Sydney Access
Southern Access
Metropolitan
Local Freight Lines
Sydney Wharves
Port Botany

Inland Route Option
Werris Creek - Boggabilla

WEST

SOUTH

NORTH COAST

HUNTER

SYDNEY
ACCESS

INLAND ROUTE

ARTC IN NSW
LEASE
HUNTER LEASE
INLAND ROUTE
SRA ACCESS
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Key Aspects of ARTC’s proposal

 A long term lease.
 ARTC will undertake an initial infrastructure investment program at a cost

of more than $800million during the first five years of the Lease (including
construction of a new Southern Access Corridor from Macarthur to
Chullora).

 ARTC will offer a maintenance and works contract to Rail Infrastructure
Corporation which will underwrite the employment of 800 RIC infrastructure
workers and over 70 regional office staff for three years.

 ARTC will offer a train control and signalling services contract to the State
Rail Authority which will underwrite the employment of more than 200
employees for three years.

 ARTC will provide the NSW Government with undertakings in relation to
Passenger Priority, Passenger Pricing, Infrastructure Condition and
Network Management Policy.

 ARTC will lodge a voluntary access undertaking with the ACCC which will
incorporate passenger priority, open access and access pricing.

 ARTC will assume all cost and safety risks in relation to the management
and operation of the leased assets.

Extension of ARTC Service into NSW



Main West
$22M

Inland Route
$54M

North Coast
$123M

Hunter
$145M

Sydney Southern Access
$180M

Main South
$175M

Melbourne - Albury
$54M

State-wide
Special Development Works

& Contingencies
$119M

The Initial Infrastructure Investment Program

Extension of ARTC Service into NSW


